Drawieński Park Narodowy
Tourism

Tourism
Those who enjoy the woods and water, the silence and singing birds, contact with
nature and its beautiful sights, will be amazed by the landscape of this area. Here
one can admire the attractive shape of the land, the coastal line and water-colours
of the mid-forest lakes, old trees, erratic blocks, valuable plant and animal species,
as well as many other attributes of the wild nature, along with some historical
places.
The Drawa National Park can be worth visiting mainly to the lovers of nature and
qualified tourism. This area will surely satisfy those who hike in the woods and by
the waters, the forest trails will provide longer distances for the cyclists, and Drawa
will provide lots of excitement for the enjoy canoeing, by enabling them to take
advantage of its charms between 1 July and 15 March.
The northern bank of Lake Sitno and the west of Lake Ostrowiec, with their wooden
fishing docks, await those who enjoy fishing (from 1 April to 30 November), as does
River Dawa (from Drawno to the “Kamienna” power plant, from 1 July to 15 March).
When going fishing at Lake Ostrowiec, one can leave the car on a guarded parking
at the southern end of that lake, about 2 km from Głusko; if fishing at the remaining
waters, one can park on camp grounds and at the forest rest areas. All the Park
waters require fishing permits that can be bought in the 24h garage in Człopa and
in the DNP outposts. The are two Tourist Information spots, in Drawno and Głusko,
where tourist and fishing fees can be paid, and where one can buy a map or other
publication about the DPN and its surroundings. The employees can serve as
guides, or provide advice and information about this area. In Drawno, the
Information facility is connected to the DNP Water Harbour, where one can rent a
canoe or a water bicycle.
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